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The Map Viewer template allows you to create applications that allow
users to search and view either a single map or a gallery of maps. Most
interactive maps are implemented as MapViewer, which contains an
interface, controls and allows you to view, search, modify maps and

download them in the OpenSolaris format. 2) Map Information Server
Server MapInformation Serve has the most flexible and powerful
platform for creating cartographic projects of any complexity. It

supports about 30 types of interactive objects, which means that the
user can easily create an interactive map right during the demonstration.
Compatible with any type of device Interactive maps can be presented
on both traditional and mobile devices (tablets, e-books, smartphones,

communicators, laptops). With MapCentral you can easily create
interactive maps and save them in XML, HTML, EXCEL, GIF formats.

3) Ajax MapServer supports such platforms as: Java, PHP, C++, etc.
This makes it easy to implement an interactive version of mi2g

(MultiArrow). 4) Mutilate MapManager allows you to export and
import data using maps.xml from XML to .amdb. 5) GIS GeoCenter
Viewer allows you to create interactive information and share it with
colleagues, friends, business partners. 6) Maps Application Processor
allows you to create an interactive web application for managing maps

on the .ammdb platform, which is an independent application in
execution. This product allows you to integrate maps with objects and

files into a catalog directly on the server. 7) Mulware Applications
provides two options for creating maps - standard and cloud (advanced).
The capabilities of this solution allow you to create tens of thousands of
maps using a single server configuration. 9) BusinessEye is a specialized
solution for displaying information presented in a formatted form in the
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form of graphic static images. This software product can become an
indispensable tool for medium and large organizations, providing simple

card management tools. You can improve the economic efficiency of
your business by automating the process of creating and processing
maps. There are three installation options: 1) Mi2H is a mi-xnologic

integrated development environment with a simple user interface. Key
Features
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